
Kaleidescape Premiere Line Installation Guide Physical Installation
Section 3
Physical Installation

Planning the Installation 

Ventilation and Clearance
All components in the Premiere line fit standard 19-inch racks and with the 
exception of the M300 Player, ship with removable mounting brackets. The 
Mini Player Rack-Mount Shelf (KSHELF-300) is an optional accessory kit for 
mounting up to two M300 Players in a 19-inch rack.

Figure 3-1 shows minimum clearance requirements. For individual 
component dimensions and weights, refer to Appendix A, Product 
Specifications on page 134. 

Use the following guidelines when installing system components to ensure 
proper clearance and ventilation. These guidelines apply to all installations 
including rack mounting.

1. Mount components in a location with adequate ventilation.

2. Check for proper grounding if installing components in a rack. 

3. Maintain a 2 in. (5 cm) clearance in back, and a 1 in. (2.5 cm) clearance 
in front and on the sides.

4. Ensure that front grilles are unobstructed.

5. Verify that the mounting site allows sufficient clearance for the 
3U Server front panel which opens outward from the top. 

6. Install the 1U+ Movie Server so that the front panel can be easily 
removed to access disk cartridges. 

7. Verify that there is sufficient space for the Kaleidescape M500 Player 
disc tray to be able to slide out completely. 

8. The DV700 and M700 Disc Vaults must be able to accept discs and 
eject discs from the front slot unobstructed.
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Figure  3-1 Minimum Clearance Requirements

Power Requirements
Component power supplies in the Premiere line are universal input and 
operate on any nominal line voltage between 100–240 V, 50–60 Hz. Verify 
that power outlets are grounded, preferably shielded from power surges and 
brownouts. 

Kaleidescape recommends a grounded outlet with a high-quality surge 
protector for the power source for players, disc vaults and servers. A UPS is 
optional for servers. Table 3-1 lists power requirements for each 
component.

1 in. (2.5 cm)
minimum
clearance on
front and sides

2 in. (5 cm)
minimum
clearance 
in back

Cool air intake

Hot air exhausted
outside the
component enclosure
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System Design
Before beginning the installation, determine the type of the displays and 
audio systems that will connect to the components in the Premiere system.

Premiere systems support combinations of the following outputs:

• Video

 High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI)

 Component 

 S-Video (not available on M300 Player)
 Composite

Note: In accordance with the analog sunset provisions, component, S-
Video, and composite do not output video during Blu-ray playback.

• Audio 

 HDMI (digital stereo or multi-channel)
 Coaxial (digital stereo or multi-channel)

 Optical (digital stereo or multi-channel - not available on M300 
Player)

 Analog (stereo)

Note: When the HDMI audio decode mode is set to Player decode, all 
audio outputs are active. When the HDMI audio decode mode is 
set to Bitstream pass-through, optical, coaxial and analog audio 
are disabled during movie playback.

Table 3-1 Component Power Requirements 

Component Power Consumption Maximum Current Draw

1U+ Movie Server 50 W typical consumption with 
four disk cartridges 
(100 W max) 

1.0 A @ 100 V
0.42 A @ 240 V

3U Server 183 W typical consumption with 
fourteen Disk Cartridges 
(205 W max)

3 A @ 100 V
1.3 A @ 240 V

M500 Player 36 W typical consumption 
(27 W standby; 42 W max)

0.37 A @ 120 V
0.18 A @ 240 V

M300 Player 28 W typical consumption 
(20 W standby; 28 W max)

0.25 A @ 120 V
0.13 A @ 240 V 

DV700 Disc Vault 34 W typical consumption 
(32 W standby, 46 W max)

1.1 A @ 120 V
0.6 A @ 240 V

M700 Disc Vault 37 W typical consumption 
(32 W standby; 52 W max)

1.1 A @ 120 V
0.6 A @ 240 V
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A Gigabit network is suggested for all Premiere systems, and required if Blu-
ray quality movies are played in more than one room at the same time.

Kaleidescape recommends using a checklist for connections to expedite the 
installation process. For a sample checklist, see Appendix D Installation 
Checklist on page 170.

Below are two basic network configurations.

Note: If the existing switch has too few ports, or Ethernet cable lengths to the 
switch exceed 328 ft (100 m), add an extra switch to the network. Do NOT 
substitute a router. Connect additional switches to the switch. Do NOT use 
the router to connect two switches or bandwidth suffers.

Note: Components in the Premiere line are accessed through a computer 
browser interface, which MUST be on the same IP subnet. A second router 
creates an additional subnet and prevents communication.

3U Server

Gigabit switch

M500 Player

M500 Player

Personal
computer

DSL/Cable modem

Gigabit
router
(with DHCP)

3U Server

DSL/Cable modem

Gigabit
router
(with DHCP)

Gigabit
switch

Gigabit
switch

M500 Player M500 Player

Do NOT use
a router here

Personal
computer

Configuration 1

Configuration 2
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A/V Connections to Players in the Premiere Line

Players in the Premiere line can be installed in either of the following 
locations:

• In an A/V closet with cables running from the player to the display 

• In the same area as the A/V equipment 

Locating the player in the same area as the A/V equipment allows for direct 
control with an IR remote to the IR receiver on the front of the player and 
convenient access to the disc tray (where applicable). The player must be 
located so that IR signals can be readily received, or fitted with an IR 
emitter/IR extension cable connected to a remote IR receiver.

The Kaleidescape M500 Player has the ability to import Blu-ray discs and 
CDs, catalog Blu-ray discs and DVDs, and playback a disc direct from the 
tray. Locating these players near a display area is ideal when using this 
functionality.

If the movie player is controlled remotely, whether through an IR receiver, a 
programmable controller, or the control panel in the browser interface, A/V 
cable length limits become a major installation consideration.

Check specifications for both cables and A/V equipment. HDMI must be 
used when planning to output 1080p video or lossless Blu-ray quality audio. 
Table 3-2 lists the cable requirements for movie players depending on the 
audio option.

Note: Cable lengths are limited by the cable and signal type. 

• For example, with audio signals, optical cables are typically limited to 
less than 16 ft (5 m) and coaxial cables are typically limited to less 
than 32–50 ft (10–15 m). 

• Always use a certified high speed (category 2) HDMI cable. The 
longer the HDMI cable, the more important the quality. For cable 
runs longer than 10 meters, a solution such as an active cable, 
repeater, amplifier, or Cat5/6 or fiber extender is required.

Table 3-2 Cable Requirements for Kaleidescape Players

Signal Player Connections Cable Cable Connectors

HDMI 
(video/audio)

HDMI HDMI cable 19-pin HDMI Type A (outside 
dimensions: 13.9 mm × 4.45 mm) 

HDMI-DVI adapter + DVI 
cable (video only)

Composite
(video)

Yellow RCA RCA video cable Single RCA plug 
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The figures below show cable connections for Kaleidescape components.

Figure  3-2 1U+ Movie Server Connections

Note: The 1U+ Movie Server RS-232 connection is for diagnostic use and the 
USB ports are reserved. 

Figure  3-3 3U Server Connections

Note: The 3U Server RS-232 connection is for diagnostic use. The USB ports and 
FireWire port are reserved.

Component
(video)

Three RCA connections 
colored green (Y), blue 
(Pb), and red (Pr) 

75-ohm YPbPr analog 
component video cable

Three RCA plugs 

S-Video
(video)

S-Video (not available 
on the M300 Player) 

S-Video cable S-Video plug (4-pin mini-DIN)

Digital coaxial 
(audio)

Orange RCA Digital audio coaxial cable RCA plug

Digital optical 
(audio)

TosLink (not available 
on the M300 Player) 

Digital audio optical cable TosLink plug

Analog stereo 
(audio)

Red and white RCA Analog stereo audio cable RCA plugs

Table 3-2 Cable Requirements for Kaleidescape Players (Continued)

Signal Player Connections Cable Cable Connectors

Network

RS-232USB

Network
RS-232 USB
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Figure  3-4 M500 Player Connections

Note: The USB port on the M500 Player is reserved.

Figure  3-5 M300 Player Connections

Note: The USB port on the M300 Player is reserved.
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Figure  3-6 DV700 Disc Vault Connections

Note: The USB port on the DV700 Disc Vault is reserved.

Figure  3-7 M700 Disc Vault Connections

Note: The USB port on the M700 Disc Vault is reserved.
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Installing System Components
The Premiere line installation can be as simple as plug-and-play. Or apply 
optional settings such as local time zone and parental controls, and the 
system is ready to deliver movies and music. Disk cartridges can be added 
to expand server capacity as needed.

Set up the Premiere line server before other system components. When 
installing a system with multiple servers, set up all the servers before setting 
up other components.

Rack Mounting Components

Premiere Line Servers
Use the following procedures to rack mount a Kaleidescape Premiere line 
server.

1. Verify that the rack is strong enough to bear the combined weight of the 
components in the Premiere line.

2. Position the server in the rack. 

3. Attach the server to the rack by fastening rack ears with the four screws 
provided. A Phillips #2 screwdriver is required.

4. Check that disk cartridges are firmly seated. 

A 3U Server weighs 46 lbs (20.9 kg) with eight disk 
cartridges installed, and 59 lbs (26.9 kg) with fourteen disk 
cartridges installed. Use two people to lift and mount 
a loaded 3U Server.

A 1U+ Movie Server weighs 24 lbs (10.9 kg) with four disk 
cartridges installed. Always use proper lifting techniques.

Disk cartridges are sensitive and susceptible to damage 
from shock. Use care when handling. Do not bump or drop. 

Disk cartridges are susceptible to electrostatic discharge.
Be careful not to touch the exposed connector at the back of 
the disk cartridge. Static electricity can damage the 
electronics inside the disk cartridge. Always store and ship 
disk cartridges in an anti-static bag.
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Note: Do NOT operate the server with empty slots. Open slots compromise the 
cooling system. Insert all disk cartridges or blank cartridges.

a. 1U+ Movie Server - Unpack disk cartridges. Save packaging.

 Remove the front panel by tugging gently on both sides.

 Install disk cartridges. Insert the first disk cartridge into the first 
storage slot and push the disk cartridge in until it clicks into 
place. Refer to Removing and Adding Disk Cartridges or Blanks 
on page 59 for a detailed procedure. 

 Press firmly, then press once more to be sure disk cartridges are 
completely seated.

 Replace the front panel aligning the six posts on the back of the 
front panel with the six slots in the chassis and push the panel to 
snap the panel into place. 

 1

 4

2

3
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b. 3U Server - Unpack disk cartridges and blanks. Save packaging.

 Pull down the front panel.

 Install disk cartridges, then blanks. Insert the first disk cartridge 
into the first storage slot and push the disk cartridge in until it 
clicks into place. Staggering blank cartridges in storage slots 
between disk cartridges provides optimal cooling. Refer to 
Removing and Adding Disk Cartridges or Blanks on page 59 for a 
detailed procedure. 

 Press firmly, then press once more to be sure disk cartridges are 
completely seated.

 Close the front panel.

Premiere Line Players
Use the following procedure to rack mount Players in the Premiere line. 

M500 Player

Note: The M500 Player can also be installed on a tabletop. See Tabletop 
Installation for the M500 Player on page 49.

1. Rack mount the player.

a. Tug gently on both sides of the front panel until panel comes off. Set 
the panel aside. 

1

14
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b. Position the player in the rack and fasten to the rack by the 
mounting ears with the screws provided.

Note: Player buttons can come loose or come out when the front panel is 
removed. Replace button caps so that the curvature of the buttons 
matches the curvature of the front cover and the icons are 
oriented correctly. 

c. Replace the front panel. Align the three pegs in the front panel with 
the holes in the player chassis and press until the front panel snaps 
into place.

M300 Player

Rack mount the M300 Player with an optional rack-mount shelf. This 
shelf holds up to two M300 Players and fills one rack unit. 

1. If installing two M300 Players, remove the two screws that secure the 
blanking plate, then the blanking plate.
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2. Remove the bottom screw from the M300 Player.

3. The player serial number is not visible after the player is mounted. Write 
it down for future reference.

4. Align the mounting slots with the shelf pegs, and slide the player towards 
the back of the shelf until the player clicks into place. 

Repeat if installing a second player. 

5. Turn shelf over and attach retaining screws. Do NOT use the screws that 
were removed.

6. Mount the rack on the shelf in the best forward position.

Mounting slots

Bottom screw

Serial number
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7. Adjust the rack ears so that rack ears are equally aligned from the front 
of the shelf. Loosen the four side screws, adjust the rack ears and 
tighten.

8. Fasten the shelf to the rack using the lower holes in the rack ears.

9. Install screws in the upper two holes to secure the shelf.

Note: The Kaleidescape M300 Player can also be mounted against a wall. See 
Wall Mounting the M300 Player on page 50.

DV700 and M700 Disc Vaults

Note: The DV700 and M700 Disc Vault can also be installed on a tabletop. See 
Tabletop Installation for the DV700 and M700 Disc Vault on page 57.

1. Remove the front panel by gripping each side and pulling it straight from 
the disc vault.
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Note: The front panel is heavier than it appears; remove with caution.

2. Remove the feet using a Phillips screwdriver so the disc vault does not 
obstruct the rack space below.

3. Mount the vault in the rack with the provided Phillips screws.

Note: If additional space at the back of the vault is required, adjust the rack 
ears using the following steps:

a.  Remove the center screw on each rack ear.

b.  Loosen the remaining screws and slide the rack ears back.

c.  Tighten the screws securely, disregarding the center screw.

The DV700 and M700 Disc Vaults are large (5 rack units) and 
weigh 38 lbs (17.2 kg) when empty and 49 lbs (22.2 kg) 
when fully loaded with discs. Use two people when mounting 
a disc vault. 
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4. Replace the front panel by aligning the metal tab at the bottom inside of 
the panel with the slot in the front of the chassis. Press firmly and evenly 
to snap the panel into place.

Connecting Components to the Network
Use the following procedures to connect components to the network.

Connect servers before connecting other components. 

The two lights above the network connection indicate activity and the type of 
connection. 

Servers 
1. Connect the Ethernet cable to the port labeled NETWORK on the back of 

the server.

1U+ Movie Server: The left LED blinks green to indicate activity.  The 
right LED lights solidly green when a link is established. 

3U Server: The left LED lights solidly orange to indicate when a link is 
established. The right light blinks amber to indicate activity.

2. Plug the other end of the server Ethernet cable into a 1000Base-T 
Ethernet switch port.

The server has an RS-232 serial port labeled CONTROL reserved for 
control systems. For more information, see Control Systems on 
page 104.

M500 Player
1. Make sure the server is connected to the network and powered on.

2. Connect the Ethernet cable to the port labeled NETWORK on the back of 
the player.
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3. Plug the other end of the Ethernet cable into an Ethernet switch. A 
Gigabit switch is strongly recommended, and required if more than one 
player is used to watch Blu-ray quality movies at the same time.

The left light indicates connection speed. When a 1000Base-T link is 
established, this light is amber. With a 100Base-TX link, this light is 
green. The right light blinks green when there is Ethernet activity. The 
activity light on the M500 player also indicates that network RESET has 
been pressed.

4. Connect appropriate A/V cables. Refer to Table 3-2 for cable restrictions.

5. Connect control cables for the controller being used. The player can 
connect to three types of controllers.

 Serial controller (RS-232)

 Ethernet (TCP/IP)

 IR controller

a. Connecting to a serial controller

The M500 player acts as standard Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) 
with an RS-232 serial controller, connected via a female–female 
DB-9 serial cable.

Use the pinout shown in Figure 3-8 to wire the DB-9 female 
connector.

Figure  3-8 Serial Control Port Pinout (Male DB-9)

1 DCD  Data carrier detect (unused)
2 RD  Receive data

3 TD  Transmit data
4 DTR  Data terminal reach (unused)

5 SG  Signal ground

6 DSR  Data set ready (unused)
7 RTS  Request to send

8 CTS  Clear to send
9 RI  Ring indicator (unused)
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For complete instructions for serial control, refer to the Kaleidescape 
System Control Protocol Reference Manual at 
www.kaleidescape.com/go/control-protocol.

b. Connecting to the Ethernet

No additional cabling is required for Ethernet (TCP/IP) controllers if 
the controller is part of the network. 

c. Connecting to an IR controller

The IR receiver on the front of the player is paired with an IR emitter 
wired directly to the IR-IN port on the back panel of the player.

Use the IR-IN port to connect the player to a remote IR receiver, an 
RF gateway, or a control system that sends IR commands.

 Cut the emitter off any existing IR repeater or control system.

 Solder a cable with an 1/8 in. (3.5 mm) tip-sleeve (mono) 
connector to the leads that were connected to the emitter.

 Connect the signal to the tip of the connector and the ground to 
the sleeve.

When this cable is connected to the player IR-IN port, the player 
receives the same IR commands that would have been sent by the 
emitter.

M300 Player
1. Make sure the server is connected to the network and powered on.

2. Plug an Ethernet cable into the port labeled NETWORK on the back of the 
player. 

3. Plug the other end of the Ethernet cable into an Ethernet switch. A 
Gigabit switch is strongly recommended, and required if more than one 
player is used to watch Blu-ray movies at the same time.

The left light indicates connection speed. When a 1000Base-T link is 
established, this light is amber. With a 100Base-TX link, this light is 
green. The right light blinks green when there is Ethernet activity.
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4. Connect appropriate A/V cables. Refer to Table 3-2 for cable restrictions.

5. Connect IR controller cable if required. See M500 IR cabling instructions 
above. No additional cabling is required for Ethernet (TCP/IP) controllers 
if the controller is part of the network. 

DV700 and M700 Disc Vaults
1. Make sure the server is connected to the network and powered on.

2. Plug an Ethernet cable into the port labeled NETWORK on the back of the 
disc vault.

3. Plug the other end of the Ethernet cable into an Ethernet switch. A 
Gigabit switch is strongly recommended.

The left light indicates connection speed. When a 1000Base-T link is 
established, this light is amber. With a 100Base-TX link, this light is 
green. The right light blinks green when there is Ethernet activity.

4. When using the integrated player in the M700 Disc Vault, connect A/V 
cables and control cables as required. The player can connect to three 
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types of controllers. Refer to cabling instruction for the M500 Player on 
page 40.

 Serial controller (RS-232) 

 Ethernet (TCP/IP) 

 IR controller

Wireless and Powerline Networking 
The Premiere line server must be connected to the Internet to receive 
software, Movie Guide and Music Guide updates, and to download cover art. 
An Internet connection is also required when activating the system, when 
downloading content from the Kaleidescape Movie Store, and for system 
monitoring.

Although the reliability of a wired Internet connection is preferred, in some 
situations the most practical option is an Internet connection using one of 
the following technologies: 

• Wireless LAN 

• Powerline communication 

Wireless networks use radio frequencies to communicate without wires. 
Powerline networks carry data over a conductor also used for electric power 
transmission.

Wireless and powerline connections work well for providing Internet access 
to the Kaleidescape Premiere line server, for connecting control systems, 
and for accessing the browser interface from a computer. However, a wired 
Ethernet network is required between the Kaleidescape Premiere line 
components because of the small tolerance for latency while streaming 
movies or music.

Wireless LANs

A wireless router (or router and Wireless Access Point (WAP)) can be 
connected to a DSL or cable modem to provide wireless Internet 
connectivity. To connect a server from the Premiere line to the Internet, 
connect a wireless bridge (sometimes called a “wireless game adapter”) to 
the network connection on the server. Follow the instructions for the 
wireless bridge to establish a connection.

Using channels that are five channel numbers apart decreases the channel 
cross-talk and improves performance. In the United States, only channels 1 
through 11 are available, which means that the only three wireless networks 
that do not overlap are channels 1, 6, and 11.
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Powerline Communications

Powerline communication (PLC) uses electrical wiring to interconnect 
segments of an Ethernet network. There are several proprietary PLC 
standards, including HomePlug, HD-PLC, and UPA. All equipment used in a 
setup must have the same standards.

To connect the Premiere line server to the Internet using a powerline 
network, plug a powerline adapter into an electrical outlet, and then to a 
router or switch with Internet access. Install a second powerline adapter 
near the Premiere line server, connect the adapter to the network 
connection on the Premiere line server and an electrical outlet. 

Note: Because standards vary, Kaleidescape recommends using two powerline 
adapters of the same make and model.

Configuration Examples

Any Premiere line server can be connected to the Internet with wireless or 
powerline networking equipment. Depending on installation requirements, 
many configurations are possible if the connection between player and 
server always uses Ethernet cabling.

Figure 3-9 is a sample configuration for the 3U Server. A wireless access 
point (WAP) or powerline adapter is connected to a router. The router is 
connected to the Internet access device (such as a cable or DSL modem). A 
wireless bridge or powerline adapter is connected to the 3U Server. Note 
that a wireless router performs the functions of both a router and a WAP.

Figure  3-9 Kaleidescape 3U Server with Wireless or Powerline Networking 
Equipment
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Figure 3-10 is a sample configuration for a 3U Server with an M500 Player 
and an M300 Player connected to an Ethernet switch. The switch is 
connected to the Internet using either wireless or powerline networking 
equipment.

Figure  3-10 3U Server, M500 Player and M300 Player with Wireless or 
Powerline Networking Equipment

Connecting Components to Power Supply and Powering On
Use the following procedure to connect components to a power source and 
power on.

Servers
1. Plug the power cord into the socket labeled AC-IN on the back of the 

server. Plug the other end into a grounded outlet with a high-quality 
surge protector for the server power source. A UPS is optional.

2. 3U Server — Open the front panel of the server and press the POWER 

button. 

1U+ Movie Server — Press the POWER button on the right side of the 
front panel or remove the front panel and press the blue POWER button.

The blue lights on the disk cartridges illuminate sequentially and then 
turn off briefly before turning on again and remaining on. 

The blue light on the 3U Server hot spare disk cartridge blinks.

WAP or
Powerline adapter

Router
(if not integrated)

Internet
access device

Wireless bridge or
Powerline adapter

Ethernet switch

3U Server
M500 Player

M300 Player
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3. Check that all lights are blue before closing the front panel.

4. Leave the server connected to the Internet for at least one hour. 

5. After waiting an hour, power off the server, then restart. This power 
off/on sequence installs the most recent software and activates 
licensing.

The server can be powered on/off by pressing the POWER button, or can 
be rebooted remotely from the browser interface. See Configuring 
System Components on page 76.

M500 Player
1. Plug the power cord into the socket labeled AC-IN on the back of the 

player. Plug the other end of the cable into a grounded outlet with a high-
quality surge protector.

Do NOT operate the server with empty slots. Empty slots 
compromise the cooling system. Fill any empty slots with 
blank disk cartridges.

3U Server with front 
panel down

1U+ Movie Server 
with front panel off
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2. Press the POWER button on the front of the player. The front panel glows 
blue.

M300 Player
1. Plug the DC power cord from the power supply into the socket labeled 

DC-IN on the back of the player.

 

2. Plug the AC power cord into the power supply.

3. Plug the other end of the AC power cord to a grounded outlet with a high-
quality surge protector.

The M300 Player does not have a power button. The front panel glows 
blue when the player is connected to a power source. 

If the front panel does not glow blue, the player might be receiving power 
but set to standby mode. Use the ON button of a remote control to exit 
standby mode and turn on the player.

DV700 and M700 Disc Vaults
1. Plug the power cord into the socket labeled AC-IN on the back of the disc 

vault. 

2. Plug the other end of the cable into a grounded outlet with a high-quality 
surge protector.
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The disc vaults do not have a power button. The front panel glows blue 
when connected to a power source, and automatic initialization begins. 
Initialization may take several minutes. A message appears on the front 
panel display until the vault is ready to accept discs and commands.

Tabletop Installation for the M500 Player
The M500 Player is packaged with rack ears. Tabletop installation involves 
removing the rack ears and installing side panels.

1. Remove the four screws that fasten each of the rack ears to the player. 
Use a #2 Phillips screwdriver. 

2. Identify the left side panel (as viewed from the front of the player). The 
number 502-1005 can be found in the middle of the inside of the left 
side panel.

3. Position the side panel tab to back, finger guide to front. 

 Disc vault is initializing
 Please wait a moment
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4. Align the six plastic tabs on the panel with the six slots on the left side of 
the player.

5. Press the side panel tabs into the slots.

6. Slide panel forward until the panel locks into place and is flush with the 
back of the player.

7. Repeat for right side panel, number 502-1003.

Note: Panels are purely cosmetic. If space is a consideration, panels can be 
left off.

Wall Mounting the M300 Player
The M300 Player ships with a bracket for mounting the player to a vertical 
surface and a bracket for mounting the power supply.

The M300 Player can be mounted two ways. 

• Permanently to a wall with bracket screwed to the player 

• Without a screw in the bracket so the player can be easily removed

Note: Mounting the M300 Player vertically can interfere with receiving IR 
commands by the IR receiver on the front of the player (just below the front 
panel). The IR-IN port on the back of the player can be used to connect the 
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player to a remote IR receiver, an RF gateway, or a control system. See 
Connecting Components to the Network on page 40.

Site Preparation
Use the following procedure to prepare the mounting site.

1. Plan the location. Consider orientation, cable lengths, and ventilation as 
well as local building and electrical codes.

The M300 Player can be mounted with connectors up or down, or to 
either side (front panel down provides best cooling). The shape of the 
bracket fits the shape of the player.

2. Find a mounting spot that allows for cable length limitations. Make 
allowances for strain relief.

3. Determine if the power supply must be mounted with the player to keep 
the player within the DC cable length limitation [4 feet (1.2 meters)]. 

Do NOT lengthen the DC cable of the power supply.

Note: Mounting the mini player vertically can interfere with remote control IR 
reception because the IR receiver is located on the front of the player 
just below the front panel. The IR-IN port on the back of the player can 
be used to connect the player to a remote IR receiver, an RF gateway, 
or a control system.
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4. Verify that there is adequate airflow around the player [1 in. (2.5 cm) in 
front and 2 in. (5 cm) in back, minimum].

Note: The mini player automatically turns off if it becomes too hot. 

5. Prepare mounting holes. Place the bracket or bracket template against 
the wall and mark the locations of the four holes.

6. Drill holes for fasteners. If the surface is wood or a similar material, drill 
a 3/32 in. (2 mm) pilot hole at each location.

7. Check that the mounting screws are the appropriate length. Do not use 
the screw anchors for wood. 

a. If mounting on drywall (hollow wall) or masonry (solid wall), drill a 
3/16 in. (5 mm) hole for the screw anchors. Insert the anchors and 
tap with a hammer until anchors are flush with the surface.

b. If mounting the power supply with the player, repeat steps for the 
power supply bracket.

Do NOT lengthen 
DC power cable

4 ft
(1.2 m)

Extend the 
AC power cables 
as needed

Power Supply

2 in. (5 cm) min. 
clearance in the back

0.5 in. (1.3 cm) min. clearance 
for side vents

1 in. (2.5 cm) min. 
clearance in front

Invert bracket for mounting 
orientation with connectors up
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8. The player serial number is not visible after the player is mounted. Write 
it down for future reference.

Permanent Mounting
Use the following procedure to mount the M300 Player permanently.

1. Use a #1 Phillips screwdriver to remove the screw located on the bottom 
of the player.

2. Align mounting slots on the bottom of the player to bracket pegs.

3. Slide the bracket down until the player clicks into place.

4. Fasten the bracket to the player with the retaining screw provided. Do 
NOT use the screw that was removed, that screw is too short.

Mounting slots

Bottom screw
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5. Place the player and bracket over mounting holes.

6. Check that the mounting screws are the appropriate length. Do not use 
the screw anchors for wood. 

7. Use a #2 Phillips screwdriver to fasten bracket with the mounting screws 
until the player and bracket are secure.

a. If mounting to drywall (hollow wall), or masonry (solid wall), drill a 
3/16 in. (5 mm) hole for the screw anchors. Insert the anchors and 
tap with a hammer until anchors are flush with the surface. 

b. Tighten each screw with additional turns to expand the anchor inside 
the wall. See Table 3-3.

c. If mounting the power supply with the player, repeat steps for the 
power supply bracket.
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Removable Player Mounting
Use the following procedure to mount the M300 Player so that the player 
can be easily removed and replaced.

1. Place the bracket over mounting holes.

2. Use a #2 Phillips screwdriver to fasten with mounting screws until the 
bracket is secure.

If mounting to drywall (hollow wall), or masonry (solid wall), drill a 
3/16 in. (5 mm) hole for the screw anchors. Insert the anchors and tap 
with a hammer until anchors are flush with the surface. Tighten each 
screw additional turns, refer to Table 3-3 on page 55.

3. Align the player mounting slots to the bracket pegs and slide the player 
down until the player clicks into place.

Table 3-3 Drywall Mounting 

Drywall Thickness Number of Turns 
Required

3/8 inch 7 to 9 turns

1/2 inch 5 to 7 turns

5/8 inch 3 to 4 turns

3/4 inch 1 to 2 turns

3/16 in. hole for anchor 
or 3/32 pilot hole

Screw anchor for 
drywall or masonry
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Power Supply Mounting
Use the following procedure to mount the M300 Player power supply.

1. Follow the steps in Site Preparation on page 51 using the power supply 
bracket as a template. 

2. Place the power supply inside the bracket with the label facing away 
from the wall.

3. Place the bracket and power supply over the holes and mount using a 
#2 Phillips screwdriver to fasten with mounting screws until the bracket 
is secure.

If mounting to drywall (hollow wall) or masonry (solid wall), drill a 3/16 
in. (5 mm) hole for the screw anchors. Insert the anchors and tap with a 

To avoid electrical hazard and protect the player, use the 
power supply provided with the M300 Player.
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hammer until anchors are flush with the surface. Tighten each screw 
additional turns, refer to Table 3-3 on page 55.

Tabletop Installation for the DV700 and M700 Disc Vault

Unpack the disc vault, using a two-person lift technique to remove it from 
the box. The disc vault ships with feet and rack ears attached.

1. Use a 2.5 mm hex screwdriver to loosen and remove the seven screws 
that secure the rack ears to each side of the chassis.

Disk Cartridges
Kaleidescape Premiere line servers use low-profile disk cartridges.

Disk cartridges are sensitive mechanical devices susceptible 
to damage from shock. Handle carefully. Protect from bumps 
and drops. 

Always transport and ship disk cartridges in anti-static, 
well-cushioned containers.

1U+ Movie Server and 3U Server disk cartridge
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Handling Disk Cartridges
Servers in the Premiere line house disk cartridges that contain high-capacity 
hard drives to store movies and music. Disk cartridges are packaged 
separately, but shipped in the same box with the server.

Handling disk cartridges correctly is critical to prevent damage.

Shock and Vibration

Disk cartridges are sensitive mechanical devices susceptible to damage 
from shock. Do NOT shake or rattle disk cartridges.

Damage to a disk cartridge is often difficult to detect and can cause sudden 
drive failure. Protect disk cartridges from bumps and drops and always 
transport or ship them in well-cushioned containers. 

Note: Shipping containers designed to protect disk cartridges are available from 
Kaleidescape. 

Electrostatic Discharge

Avoid touching the exposed connector at the back of a disk cartridge. Static 
electricity can damage the electronics inside the disk cartridge. Always store 
and ship disk cartridges in an anti-static bag.

Hard Drive Handling Video

A short video demonstrates the correct way to handle disk drives and avoid 
catastrophic damage. To view this video, go to 
www.kaleidescape.com/go/drive-handling.

Server Fault Tolerance

RAID-K Data Protection

Every Kaleidescape Premiere line server includes RAID-K technology for 
content protection. RAID-K is a proprietary technology developed by 
Kaleidescape to provide the following features:

• Better performance for movies and music

• Increased safety for content storage

• Content protection from a single drive failure

• Incremental additions to storage capacity

Unlike other variations of RAID technology, RAID-K allows new drives with 
different storage capacities to be added to the array.
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If a drive fails, RAID-K data and parity information allow the server to 
continue providing content from the failed drive until a replacement disk 
cartridge can be installed. 

Note: A failed disk cartridge must be replaced as soon as possible. If a second 
drive failure occurs before the first failed disk cartridge is replaced on a 
1U+ Movie Server or a 3U Server missing the hot spare, content will be lost.

RAID-K technology does NOT allow swapping disk cartridges between 
servers.

Note: When a disk cartridge with a storage capacity larger than the other disk 
cartridges is added to a 1U+ Movie Server, the larger capacity disk 
cartridge allocates the same amount of storage capacity as the largest disk 
already in the server. Any excess capacity is allotted to parity information. 
However, when a second large capacity disk cartridge is added, the entire 
storage capacity can be used to store movies and music. 

Note: When a disk cartridge with a storage capacity larger than the other disk 
cartridges is added to a 3U Server, the first larger disk is used as hot spare, 
second is used for data and some parity, the third is all data.

3U Server Hot Spare Disk Cartridge

A hot spare disk cartridge is an additional disk cartridge installed in the 
3U Server. The hot spare is immediately available as a replacement if an 
existing drive fails. The 3U server continues to operate because of RAID-K 
technology and no content is lost. Information on the failed disk is recreated 
on the hot spare disk cartridge. 

The hot spare disk cartridge can be identified by the slow blink on the blue 
light at the base of the disk cartridge. Active disk cartridges have steady 
blue lights. 

When a failed disk cartridge is replaced, the replacement cartridge becomes 
the new hot spare disk cartridge.

Note: Because the hot spare must be able to replace any disk cartridge in the 
array, the capacity of the hot spare cannot be smaller than any other disk in 
the array.

(The 1U+ Movie Server does not have a hot spare disk cartridge and cannot 
begin failure recovery until a replacement cartridge is installed.)

Removing and Adding Disk Cartridges or Blanks
Server disk cartridge slots MUST be filled with disk cartridges or blanks. Disk 
cartridges can be added to expand server capacity or replaced as needed. 
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When a Disk Cartridge Can Be Removed

If a server is powered on, the disk cartridge can be removed ONLY under the 
following conditions: 

• Disk cartridge status light glows amber which indicates that the disk 
should be removed.

• Disk cartridge status light is unlit indicating that the disk is not being 
recognized at all. (This could be just a seating problem.)

If more than one disk cartridge status indicator glows amber or is unlit on 
the same server, turn the server off immediately by pressing the POWER 
button, and contact Kaleidescape Support at +1 650-625-6160 or send a 
message to support@kaleidescape.com.

When a Disk Cartridge Does Not Glow Blue 

Active disk cartridge status lights glow blue. If a disk cartridge status 
indicator light fails to glow blue when the server is powered on, it is usually 
for one of the following reasons:

• The disk cartridge is improperly installed. 

Power off the server, remove the disk cartridge, and reinsert. Be 
sure that the disk cartridge is firmly seated.

• The disk cartridge is defective. 

Power off the server and remove the disk cartridge. Contact 
Kaleidescape Support for assistance.

• The disk cartridge was previously installed in another server.

Removing and Adding Disk Cartridges

Use the following procedure to remove a disk cartridge or blank from a 3U or 
1U+ Movie Server.

1. Access the front panel of the server. 

3U Server – Pull down the front panel.

1U+ Movie Server – Tug gently on both sides of the front panel and 
remove.

Do not operate the server with empty slots. Always use blank 
cartridges to fill slots. Open slots compromise the cooling 
system.
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2. If the server is powered on, check the status light of the disk cartridge. 
Only a disk cartridge with a status light that is amber or unlit should be 
removed when the server is powered on. Power off the server if the disk 
cartridge to be removed has a blue status light.

3. When ready to remove the disk cartridge, press the EJECT button 
(Kaleidescape logo) on the disk cartridge. (Blank cartridges do not have 
the logo on the EJECT button).

Do NOT remove a disk cartridge with a blue status light when 
the server is powered on. This can result in loss of content.

3U Server EJECT button

1U+ Movie Server
EJECT button
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4. Gently glide the disk cartridge out of the slot.

5. Insert the disk cartridge into an anti-static bag and place in a well-
padded container for safe storage and transport.

6. When removing all disk cartridges, make sure the server is powered off 
and repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 until the server is empty.

7. For the 3U Server, close the front panel. For the 1U+ Movie Server, 
replace the front panel by aligning the six posts on the rear of the front 
panel with the slots in the chassis and pushing the panel until the panel 
snaps into place.

Adding a Disk Cartridge

A disk cartridge can be added at any time to increase server storage 
capacity or to replace a failed drive, whether the server is running or not.

Use the following procedure to add a disk cartridge to a 3U or 1U+ Movie 
Server.

1. Access the front panel of the server.

3U Server – Pull down the front panel.

1U+ Movie Server – Tug gently on both sides of the front panel and 
remove.

Removing a disk cartridge 
from a 3U Server 

Removing a disk cartridge 
from a 1U+ Movie Server 
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2. Verify that the latch on the disk cartridge works properly. The latch is the 
gray plastic wedge that extends from the top of the disk cartridge.

The latch is designed to retract when the Kaleidescape logo (or white 
button on a blank) is pressed, and to pop up and engage with the 
chassis when a disk cartridge is inserted. If the latch sticks in the 
retracted position the disk cartridge does not lock in place and cannot 
operate properly.

Note: If the latch sticks, follow the procedure to resolve the problem at 
www.kaleidescape.com/go/latch.

3. Align the disk cartridge to the slot.

3U Server – Latch goes to the top with lights at the bottom.

1U+ Movie Server – Latch goes to the left with lights to the right.
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4. Insert the disk cartridge into the open slot. Push firmly but gently until 
the disk cartridge clicks into place. Do NOT slam the disk cartridge.

5. Verify that the disk cartridge status light glows blue.

Note: If replacing a single failed drive on a 3U Server, the newly installed disk 
cartridge usually becomes the new hot spare. The blue status light on 
the hot spare disk cartridge blinks at two second intervals.

6. For the 3U Server, close the front panel. For the 1U+ Movie Server, 
replace the front panel by aligning the six posts on the rear of the front 
panel with the slots in the chassis and pushing the panel until the panel 
snaps into place.

Adding a disk cartridge 
to a 3U Server

Adding a disk cartridge 
to a 1U+ Movie Server 
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